
Chapter 7

Conclusions

The followings are the conclusions through this thesis.

Chapter 2

The power consumption in CCD image sensor is estimated as proportional to the

cubic of the number of pixels in line, which will be one of the most serious problems

in mega-pixel CCDs.

The probabilistic model of power consumption for both combinational logics and

sequential circuits are described.

It is also described the power reduction methodologies for both combinational

logics and sequential circuits without modi�cation of their function.

The power consumption of combinational logics, 1 bit full adder as an example,

is expected to be reduced up to �30% by optimum input assignment for logically

symmetric input terminals.

The power consumption of sequential circuits is expected to be reduced up to

�10% by the binary state code assignment minimizing the mean number of transi-

tion at each clock cycle, against the conventional state code assignment minimizing

the complexity of combinational logics. In this case, the number of transistors in

combinational logics increases about 10% by minizing power consumption against

minizing the complexity of combinational logics, while the total number of transis-
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tors increase less than 10%, since the number of ip-ops is the same.

Chapter 3

A method of using tree structure for image signals is proposed, which is e�ective

especially for the image containing many 0s by skipping redundant scan steps for

the large area of 0s.

It is also derived that the optimal number of branches in the tree structure is 4,

which we call \1:4 tree structure". The expectation of code length using 1:4 tree

structure is shorter than that of the raster scan in case of less than quarter of the

pixels are \1" in random white noise image, but in the practical image containing

about half of \1" pixels can be scanned by 1:4 tree scan with the shorter code length

than that of the raster scan.

It is also indicated that the code length by the scan using 1:4 tree structure is

shorter than that of run-length compression, especially in case of containing many

white pixels.

The methodology for decoding the 1:4 tree code is also described, where the

partially decoded images represent the rough images corresponding to the current

level of 1:4 tree structure.

Chapter 4

Some concepts and implementations are described for the applications of 1:4 tree

sensor for various adaptivities of images as our eyesight has, and the algorithms used

in movie compression, and visual tracking system.

The spatial adaptivity for scanning images is implemented by 1:4 tree scan with

stopping the scan steps to the lower level, since the sub-areas corresponding to the

nodes in the lower level represent the part of image with the higher spatial resolution.

The selection whether the rough scan or the detail scan for each sub-area should

be executed, is determined according to the interests for it. One of the criteria

determining the spatial resolution for each area is the partial uniformity of image,
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and the detail scan is executed for the sub-area with low uniformity, while the rough

scan is executed for the sub-area of high uniformity. This scan method indicates

one possibility of compressing images with maintaining the quality of image.

It is also described the intensional adaptivity for image signals using 1:4 tree

structure, since the charge time of junction capacitance by photo current is concerned

with the light intensity. The spatial distribution of the pixel whose output voltage

reaches to the threshold voltage at each charge time, gathers spatially, which is the

case that 1:4 tree scan can be executed e�ciently.

The applications of 1:4 tree scan for two important algorithms used in movie

compression, inter-frame di�erence and motion compensation, are described.

The 1:4 tree scan is used for the scan of ag indicating the pixels has a e�ective

di�erence in successive two frames, which is the case that 1:4 tree structure can scan

e�ciently, and the analog value of di�erence can be read out by the other signal

path.

The motion compensation within one pixels, which is expected to be suitable

assuming high frame rate, can be implemented by adding the interconnections among

neighbor pixels and the selector of them to each pixel. It is also notable that the

motion compensation using this algorithm can be executed for any size of sub-areas,

since the node automata has the mean value of its lower sub-areas.

It is also described the visual tracking algorithm using 1:4 tree structure, which

can scan just for the areas containing moving objects with masking the other areas.

Chapter 5

The implementations of 1:4 tree structure in CMOS circuit are described. In the

designed node automata, the clock signals are provided just along the scan path,

which is expected to be suitable for low power operation. The two dimensional

layout of node automata and pixels that can be extended for any number of levels

are described, by placing the magni�ed cross-shaped node automata for the higher

level, which is also suitable for minizing the signal delay.

The alternative implementation of 1:4 tree structure is also described, by plaicing
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address decoders indicating the pixels to be scanned outside the pixel plain. The

1:4 tree sensor using this architecture is expected to achieve the higher �ll factor

and higher integration of pixels in image sensor.

The architecture of decoder for 1:4 tree code is also described, which is imple-

menting the identical address decoders and controllers used in the 1:4 tree sensor

using external address decoders.

The circuits of pixels are also described, which implement taking inter-frame dif-

ference, and gray scale scan considering charge-up time by photo current.

It is also described the concept of light-powered 1:4 tree sensor for ultra low power

operation.

Chapter 6

The design and evaluation of 1:4 tree sensors using node automata are described,

for both prototype system using FPGAs and full custom chip using 1.5�m CMOS

technology is discussed. The designed chip contains 32�32 pixels in 7.2mm�7.2mm

chip, and its power consumption at each scan step is expect to be proportional to the

edge size, which is smaller enough than CCD image sensors in mega-pixel sensors.

The photo current of photo diodes is also measured, and the photo current of the

photo diode with 36�m� 100�m is about 1�A, and it is proportional to both light

intensity and area of photo diode.

The design and evaluation of 1:4 tree sensors using external address decoders are

described. The designed 1:4 tree sensor using external address decoders can integrate

about 16 times of pixels against using node automata. The power consumption of

1:4 tree sensors using external address decoders is estimated using spice, which is

proportional to O(n0:84), where n is the edge size of pixel plain, that is expected be

small enough for mega-pixel image sensors.

The designs of 1:4 tree code decoders are also described, both in prototype systems

using FPGAs and full-custom chip using 1.5�m CMOS technology are described,

and the operation of the prototype systems is checked.
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